
logical concept in which an unconscious thought is denied admission 

to consoiousness. When regression of the libido is aocompanied by 

repression a neurosis results, regression without repression would 

not give rise to a neurosis but would result in a perversion. A 

neurosit; only develops when there is frustration and the symptoms 

are aotually substitutes for the missing satisfaction, A logical 

on growth of this view is thr. mechanism of sublimation, where the 

sex urge is recognised and its satisfaction achieved in a substitute 

activity whioh i3 moi-e socially acceptable. Then thore is the 

mechanism cf projection, where the motives in the individual are 

imputed to others and transference which occurs specifically in the 

therapeutic situation.

In short, the object of psychoanalysis is to bring the 

repressed and unconsoious urge into consciousness. This is essen

tial, bat if the ther.py is to be successful it is necessary that in 

addition the patient aocopt this knowledge and integrate it within 

himself. Moat repressions taku place during early sexual develop

ment and it is postulated that the patient, with his increased matur

ity, will be able to harrtle this knowledge mere satisfactorily than 

at the time of its repression. "The necessary oonlition is that the 

knowledge must be founded upon an inner change in the patient whioh 

can only oome about by a mental operation directed to thft ond."1 

Freud states tliat advice and guidance concerning the patient's conduct 

do not form an integral part of therapy. "On the contrary, as far aa 

pcjsible we refrain from playing the par* oi mentor] we want nothing 

better than that the patient should find his own solutions for him

self."2

Freid envisages a continuum, at the one end of whioh are 

individuals who would have developed a neurosis under very little 

stress beoauae of constitutional elements, while at the other end we 

have those individuals who would not have become ill had the environ

mental stresses not been inordinately severe. This differentiating
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faotor, "the sexual constitution" depends upon tha normal development 

of ♦' libido,^ Besides the general oorxlitions of privation and 

fixation of the libido, Freud inolidea a third factor in the aetiology 

of the neuroses. This is the susceptibility to conflict whioh, ha 

considers, is connected both with the development of the ego and the 

libido.2

•
The normal development :>* the libido is, however, integral 

to his theories and he states that: r , we know that the most 

favourable circumstance for the de/elopmant of a neurosis lies in the 

Inability to tolerate a considerable degree of pent-up libido for any 

length of time."3 Freud mentions the development of phantasies as 

one outlet for pent-up libido, and considers that C. G. Jung coined 

the very appropriate term of introversion for this "inwan. turning" 

of the libido, but t.'iat he inappropriately used it to describe other 

things as well. Fre\»3 oontinuus: "We will adhere to the position 

that •introversion1 describes the deflection of the libido away from 

the possibilities of real satisfaction and its excessive accumulation 

upon phantasies provious-y tolerated as h ar m le s s T h i o  isj however, 

an unstable state which may easily develop into a neurosis.

Jung was a follower of Freud who finally broke away because 

of a gradually developing divergence of their view-points. Besides 

a personal subconscious Jung postulate? a "collective" or "racial" 

subconscious which exists in each person. This is the sediment of 

the experience aoquired by the development of the race through the 

ages. Jung also emphasises the primordif'- unity of all the instinct) 

and expands the oonoept of tha libido. The early libido is expended 

in nutrition and growth and only with puberty is the sexual component

of the urge to ego-expression dominant.

Freul gives Jung the credit for building the first bridge 

between pjychoanalyois and experimental psychology when referring to

1 i u a . ,  p. 304

2 Ibid.. P* 303

3  I b i i . ,  p .  3 5 4

4 Ibid..- P. 326



his experiments in free association. Jung eventually developed 

some standardised association tests.

Jung also emphasises "Psychological Types" which are based 

on hereditary differences in personality make-up. These types are 

derived from his basio distinction of extraversion and introversion. 

Both introversion and extraversion may be express2d on four differ

ent levels or segments of behaviour; namely, sensation, intuition, 

feeling and thinking. The combination gives rise to eight varieties 

of character types which are rarely pure types, but mixed,"1 Gardner 

Murphy considers that Jung's types cannot be used in applied psycho

logy* "As a matter of fact, Jung's concept is difficult to adapt to 

the ordinary procedures of psychology, 30 much so that it is best to 

stress at once that for him the determination of introversion- 

oxtroversion ia a oomplex analytical task which overlaps, to an 

unl'iown but probably only a slight degree, the procedures currently 

used with large populations whose individual members are not well

knewn to the experimenter, "2

Alfred Adler's "Individual Psychology" is even more diver

gent from Freu3*s "Psychoanalytical Psychology1' than i 3 Jung’s 

"Analytioal Psychology". For Adler, life's energy source is directed 

by external goals and is not generated by unconscious urges within the 

individual. The goal is always social superiority and prestige which 

will be inversely related to the unconscious feelings of inferiority. 

Jastrow quotes Adler as follows: "Every neurosis can be understood as 

an attempt to free oneself from a feeling of inferiority in order to 

gain a feeling oT superiority."3 Adler's theories were shaped by 

early observations that patients with physical defects developed an 

unfavourable attitude towards life and often a susceptibility to 

neurosis. These facts led to his study of "organ inferiority",.

The irxlividuai's "life style" or the mode of reaction which 

he will use throughout life for the achievement of his goals is
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determined in his childhood. The family relationships play a 

dominant part in the establishment, of the particular "life style".

It ia generally recogniaoa today that the parents' attitudes, the 

number of siblings in a family and the age differences between them 

contribute towards the shaping of the personality. Questions •on

coming family relationships are usually included in biographical 

inventories to be used in the assessment of personality. However, 

neither th'sy nor th j superiority goal are accorded the central signi

ficance which they r>0S33S8 in Adler's theories.

Mention should also be made of some newer methods of psycho

therapy which have their origins in classical psychoanalysis. After 

fifteen yearj of experience in this field Karen Horney has given us a 

critical re-evaluation of psychoanalytical theories. She states 

that she realises the constructive value of Freud's fundamental find

ings and considers that if the debatable elements rjid the theories 

arising from certain historically determined theoretical premises are 

discarded, the scope and value of psychoanalysis can be immeasurably 

increased.1

Horney regards the following as the most fundamental and 

most significant of Freud's findings: Firstly, that psychic processes 

are strictly detarmined. Secondly, that actions and feelings may be 

determined by unconscious motivations.2 Whan discussing some of the 

mechanisms described by Freui she states further: "Freud has not only 

revealed the importance of unconscious processes n the formation of 

character and neuroses, but he has taught us a gre.vt deal about the 

dynamics of these p r o c e s s e s . "3 Thirdly, she pays tribute to Freud 

for recognising that the unconscious motivations driving us are

emotional forces.^

Horney considers, hovover, that Freud's instinctivistio and

and genetic orientation has imposed an unnecessary rigidity on psyoho-
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analysis. She considers that the libido ooncept is unproved, that 

all attitudes and drives are not sexual in origin and that every 

striving for pleasure is not necessarily a striving for llbidinal 

satisfaction. Above all she objects to the assumption underlying 

these premises that " . . . .  nan is driven to fulfill certain primary, 

biologically given noeds, and that these are powerful enough to 

exert a decisive influence on his personality and thus on his life 

ae a whole She gives Freud credit for recognising the frequnnt 

appearance of sexual maladjustments i- psychouourotics but she regards 

these sexual maladjustments as one of the expressions rather than as 

the cause of the neurosis.

The chief difference between Horney's views and those of 

Freud lies in the role assigned to the sex impulses in the aetiology 

of the neuroses. Horney regards neurotic manifestations as repre

senting attempts on the part of the person to neutralise or counteiact 

anxiety. She points jut that there has been a considerable altera

tion in the cultural attitude towards sex, and 3he considers thtt 

this is largely responsible for the fact that at present, sax impulses 

as 3uch are only in rare cases the dynamic force behind anxiety. It 

is rather hostile impulses of various kinds, connected with sex, 

aggressive and other impulses which form the main force from which

neurotic anxiety arises.

In the further development of her theories Horney states

that infantile attachments to the parents, what Freud designates the 

Oedipus complex, is not primarily a sexual phenomenon but rather an 

early manifestation of neurotic conflicts.2 She recognises the 

supreme importance of early experiences in the formation of the char

acter structure b-..t considers that " . . . .  the entirety of infantile 

experiences combines to form a certain character structure, and it is 

this structure from which later difficulties ei-anate. Thus the 

analysis of the actual character structure mows into the foreground 

of attention."3 in analysis, Horney focusses her attention on the

1 £ & • >  P* 70
2 Ibid., P. 84

• JbJd , o. 9



environmental circumstance a producing a certain charaoter structure 

rather than on the biologically or genetically baaed impulses.

Strictly speaking, the psychoanalytic approach refers to 

the doctrines of Sigmund Freod and his more faithful followers, but 

we have included some of those schools which i-ave developed out of 

classical psychoanalysis. One might add, indeed, that few methods 

of psychotherapy have remained entirely uninfluenced by Freudian 

philosophy. In general, the description of the dynamics of the 

psychic life provided by these theories was developed as a result of 

a study of the ueurosea and other disturbed states, and naturally 

finds its greatest application in therapeutic work. These theories 

have contributed to general psychological knowledge but do not find 

much direct appllcatior ?.n vocational guidance and rimilar fields 

where we are dealing predominantly with the "normal" range of behav

iour and where time is limited.

The Physiological Approach to Theories of Personality.

The dichotomies or trichotomies which resulted from the 

first attempts at tho classification of human beings according to 

body build were based on observation and shrewd insight but were 

seldom subjected to scientific proof. It was held that the "types" 

which were distinguished in this way differed not only in their 

physical characteristics but also in their susceptibility to differ

ent forms of disea;rr <nd in their temperamental make-up.

At the beginning of the nineteenth century a three-fold 

typology was developed by a Frenchman called Roston. This was 

revived by Kretachmer almost a hundred years later. Roston's 

digestive" and "muscular" types correspond to Kretschmer's "pyknic" 

and "athletic" types respectively and the subtypes which Roston 

called "respiratory" and "cerebral" correspond to Kretschmer's 

"asthenic" type and the "athletic-asthenic" mixture.!

Kretschmer attempted to give the old intuitive typologies 

some experimental backing and subjected the hypotheses to a rigorous

18.
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cliniwl investigation. He investigated two clinical groups of 

subjects, the f'Vrst suffered from manic-depressive or "circular" 

psychoses and the second from various forms of schizophrenia.

Amongst these subjects three main physical types emerged which he 

called pyknic, asthenic and athletic, these are too well known to 

warrant a further description than that: pyknic3 are characterised 

by softness, roundness, fatness and delicate extremities, asthenica 

are characterised by linearity or a deficiency of thickness combined 

with an average unlessened length, and athletios are characterised 

by strong development of the skeleton and musculature resulting ifl 

almost hypertrophied shoulders in comparison with which the legs 

seem almost dainty.-

Besides these main types there are small groups differing 

amongst themselves which Kretschmor calls dygplastios. The chief 

amongst the je are the eunuchoids who, as the name implies, are laoking 

in strong masculine characteristics. There is also the masculine 

type amongst women and what he designates as hypoplastics character

ised by underdevelopment especially in the features of the face and

the extremities.

Besides these divers types, mixtures of pyknic and athletic 

elements can be found, asthenia-pyknic interference in structure is 

encountered, athletic-asthenic combinations are comuon and in 

Kretschmer's own words: "We could reel off here, and with othar types, 

innumerable mixtures of such a kind: there is absolutely no single 

criterion which cannot be varied by, and combined with, marks of 

another type."2 In his subjects Kretschmer found a preponderance of 

pyknic types amongst the circulars and a preponderance of athletic, 

asthenic, dysplasties ani mixtures of these in the schizophreae group.

It was emphasised, however, that these were found amongst 

healthy people as well as those suffering from orgenic and psychic 

disorders.3 Similarly, the boheviour and temperamental attributes
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(designated cycloid) which characterise the group of circulars and 

those (designated schitoid) which character!’f* the sohizophrene group 

do not have their foundation in the diaoas»_ as such but indicate 

oertain normal biologiocl tundancies whioh, in only a small pro

portion of cases, oome to a pathological culmination either in a 

psychosis or in certain established internal diseases.

Kretschmer describes the temperamental make-up of * '? 

healthy cyclothymes and schizothymes in all their variations ’Oitil 

their culmination in pathological symptoms with great persuasiveness 

and insight. Very briefly, the cydothynes are uninhibited, good- 

natured, softhearted people with a mood ran^e from gay to sorrowful. 

The scliizothyir.es on the other hand, vary on a :\ood socle from hyper

sensitive through "affectiva lameness" to insensitivity and dullness. 

In general there is an autistic narrowing down affective responses.

Kretschmer gave a scientific foundation to previous unsyste

matic vork in this field, he recognised the complex relationships 

between physical and psychological factors in the structure of thp 

personality and his recognition of dysplastics and mixtures of types 

paved the way for investigations involving the soaling of continuous 

variables.

W.H. Sheldon is amongst the be3t Known current workers in 

this field of researoh. His *ork involved, first cf all, a search 

for basic components of morphology. Four thousand college students 

wore photographed in a standardised postura from the frontal, lateral 

and dorsal positions on a single film. It was found that the entire 

aeries of four thousand photographs could be arranged along three 

(.and only three) different axea by observational examination.

Anthropometric iaeasurements which reflected the variations 

or. these three axes respectively were deviaei. Saoh variable waa 

rated on a seven point scale. The aomtocype is % series of throe 

numerals each expressing the approximate strength of one of the three 

primary components of morphology which are designated "endomorphy", 

“mesomorphy11 and "octomorphy" respectively. Thus 7 - 1 - 1  repre

sents the extreme endomorph and 4 - 4 - 4 represents a situation 

where the components are of equal strength.

Sheldon explains this terminology at some length and
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summarise.. . ’'The hallmark o.f raeaomorphy le uprightness aiid sturdiness 

of structure, aa the ht-ilmark of endomorphy ia fioftneas and sphericity. 

Ectomcrphv means fragility, lirearity, flatness of the chest, and

delicacy throughout the body............ Th: hallmark of ectomorphy is the

stooped posture and hesitant restrains of aove^ont."^ We appear to 

have returned to the salient characteristics of the athletic, pyknic 

and astheni , builds respectively, with the essential difference that 

these components represent separate continue.

An attempt was then made to disoover the baoic components 

of temperament. The literature was sobbed for differentiative be

haviour traits and 50 were cho3an. After a weekly series of analytic 

interviews extei/iing over the period of a year, 33 graduate 3tudents 

were rated on each of the traits using a seven point scalc. Inter- 

correlatioi'i were calculated and clusters of trait3 were sought.

Three clusters were found where the positive correlation was at least 

+.60 between all individual traits comprising the cluster and where 

these traits also had r.ogative corre.latj.ons of at least -«30 with 

every trait found in any of the other clusters.

These three components of temperament were named "visoero- 

tonia", ‘•'̂ oioatotonxa'1 and "cerebrotonie" respectively. A table of 

the 22 out of the original 50 traits which characterise these three

groups is given below.'1
Table I

Twenty-two Traits Originally Defiling the Three Primary 
Temperamental Components.

Proun I Ci.'oup II Group III
V-l Relaxation S-l Assertive Po'-.c.ure C-l Restraint in Posture
V-2 Love of Com- S-3 Energctic C-3 Overly Fait Reactions

fort Characteristic C-8 Sociophobia
V-o Pleasure in 3-1 Need of Exercise C-9 Inhibited Social

Digestion S-7 Directness of Address .
V-10 Dependence or. Manner C-1P Roeifltance to Habit

Social Appro- S-13 Unrestrained Voice C-1J Vocal Restraint
1  s-l6 Quality of Seeming L-15 Poor Sleep .iabits

v if Sleep Older C-16 Youthful Intentness 
l i l  tSSi cf p V «  1 1 9  Koed of Action C-X9 Beodof Solitude when

when Troubled when Troubled Troubled

1 Sheldon, William H. (19) p. 540

2 Ibid., p* 542



In general viscerotonia is characterised by love of 

relaxation and comfort and gluttony for footl> pc0pie and affection. 

*h' second group, aomatotonia is defined by bodily vigour and 

as3f>rtivenoss, with love of action and power. In cerobrotonia 

th?re arc anti-social tendoncioc and above all, restraint and in

hibition.

Intercorrelations were oalculatcd for tho tliroe basic 

components of morphology and the threa be sic components of tcr.pera- 

mont. The following correlations indicate the relationship botwoen 

the morphology and the temperament variable

viscerotonia and endoraorphy + .79 

soma^otonia and mesomorphy +.32 

cerebrotonia and ectomorphy +.83 

Sheldon considers that those findings confirm the association of 

physiological and psychological components in the structare of the 

personality.

To the writer there appears to be great doubt as to 

whether Sheldon has aotually isolated throe basic and independent 

components of morphology and three basic and independent components 

of temperament. A study of Table I indicates that a number of tho 

traits each of which is characteristic of a particular group appear 

to bo polar opposite3 , Thun, "Need of Poople when Troublod" 

(viscerotonia 19) awl "Need of Solitude when Troubled" (cerebrotonia 

19) or again, "Unrestrained Voice" (sonatotonia 13) and ,rVocal Res

traint" (cerebrotonia 13). Sheldon himself reports a correlation 

of -.62 betvjeen the two temperament components sonatotonia and 

cerebrotonia and a correlation of -.6 3  betwoen the corresponding 

components of morphology, mescnorphy and ectomorphy. If Sheldon

is seeking independent variables it would seem more reasonable to 

seek clusters of behaviour traits where there wero high positive 

interoorrolations between traits within the cluster and whore there 

were aero and not negative correlations with traite in any of tho 

other clusters.
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Sheldon describes only the positive poles of his three 

components of temperament. If these are each on a continuum, a 

description of the negative poles is equally important. Above all, 

these three variables should serve as points of referenoe in a 

ooherent theory of personality.

Iha..WMUgUQ Approach to Thecrlea of Personality.

The wholistic approach to theories of personality is in 

sharp contrast to those theories where the emphasis is either on 

genetic and physiological determinants of personality or on environ

mental determinants. Personality is sti>died in terms of the "totaT. 

interacting organism". Each individual-environment oompound is th'is 

a unit which must be studied separately. Behaviour follows no 

general rules and is explicable only in terms of the total inter

acting organism's development.

In his theory of personality Prescott Leoky describes 

behaviour in the followLng terms: "The point is that all of an 

individual's values are organised into a single system the preserva

tion of whose integrity is essential. Tho nucleus of the system, 

around which the rest of the system revolves, is the individual's

valuation of himself."^-

The environment is constantly ciianging thus presenting 

continuous problems of adjustment to which the organism is roaoting. 

If new concepts are encountered which are inconsistent with the 

individual's self-evaluation they will either be rejectod or assimi

lated through a reorganisation of the self-concept.

The purpose of the investigator is to discover for eaoh 

individual the particular "conoept of self" or "system of values" or 

"plot" or "life-style" acoording to which he behaves. This point cf 

view and Adler's are alike in that they are both teleologioal, and 

both emphasise the indiv'/'ual an a unit, but differ in that the for

mer postulates a continuous reactivity of the organism as a result of
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a continuously changing environment, whereas Adler explains the 

reactivity of the organism as a continuous effort to achieve 

superiority. In the Freudian scheme the id represents the primi

tive reservoir of motives.

The stable individual has a unified attitude towards the 

life situation as a whole. He has a well organised system of 

values and his behaviour is aimed at maintaining the integrity of 

this system. Provided that the individual sees no inconsistencies 

in his system of values, his behaviour must be regarded as rational, 

Lecky states that: "The behavior of others seems irrational and in

comprehensible only when the definitions they are striving to main

tain boar too little resemblance to our own. " 1 It appears to the 

writer to follow 4' t, provided he sees no inconsistencies in hJ. s 

system of values, the behaviour of a psychopath happily suffering 

from delusions of grandeur must be regarded as rational. '«hen 

talking of psychotherapy Lecky statesi "Wj do not aim at consistency 

with the demands of society, but only at s e l f-consistency. Social 

ends must be approached indirectly. In ether words, if the personal 

problem is solved and unity of action is aohieved, the social problan 

disappears."^ It seems to the writer that this is by no means in

evitable a«3 that unity of action might be obtained without regard

to the requirements of thi- socJoty.

Lecky states that therapy nhculd oonsist in rumoving from 

the individual's ayst. m of values those concepts whioh are incompct- 

ible with the system and substituting others which will increase the 

ir+Trnal strength of the syatem and thus result in unified aotion.

In hie own words. -As always, the technique consist in making the 

subject aware of hia own inconsistency. The inhibiting definitions 

mat be seen as useless burdens from which he must try to free him

self, rather than as assets to be justified and retained. " 2
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The method of therapy advocated appears to be at variance 

with the theory of personality on which it is based. It is repeat

edly stated that to ensure stability the individual must see his 

>rranisation cf Values as being without inconsistencies. The thera

pist, however, points out to the individual certain inconsistencies 

which do exist, but these can only be regarded as inconsistencies in 

terms of the therapist’s own system of values, since no outside 

oriterion of consistency is supplied by this theory of personality.

This anomalous situation iri due in part to the fact that 

Lesley has ignored the concent of "group norms'* in behaviour. All 

members of a particular society have broad areas of similarity in 

their environments. Their behaviour is adapted to this environment 

and certain behaviour responses are established which are acoepted 

by the group. It ia necessary not only that tne individual's 

system of values appear consistent to himself but also that his 

behaviour be acceptable in terms of the standards maintained by the 

society. Lecky has also avoided the question of the original endow

ments of the psychophysical organism. At the very least, these must 

set limits to the development of the organism.

Lecky's volume was edited and published posthumously and it 

is a loss to psychology that he was not able to oomplete the formula

tion and integration of his theories. Throughout his work there is 

a much needed insistence on the uselessness of studying isolated 

temperament traits or individual reflex arcs without reference to 

wider patterns of behaviour and he emphasises the fact tliat obser

vational data must serve as the background for creative thought and 

the postulation of a unifying hypothesis.

One of the most comprehensive of the wholistic theories of 

personality has been formulatod by Carl R. Rogers. It is similar 

to Leoky's theory in that the behaviour of each individual is
#■

regarded as the goal-direOtod attempt if the organism to meet its 

needs as it percoives them, and by so doing to maintain and streng

then the 3yatam of values Which constitute the concept of oelf. It 

differs in that Rogers oxplaiis the reactivity of the organism in 

terms of a ^growth force" which impels the organism in the direction
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of self-actualisation. Provided, that the factors in the situation 

are dear, and the person feels free to chotse, it is this iorce 

which docide3 the individual to faoe the pain and difficulty in 

raakirg a normal adjustment, thus actualising and enhancing himself,

rather than to escape into a psychosis.

Rogers’ theory of personality vas formulated as a result 

of the experience gained from many years of successful work in the 

l'iold of psychotherapy, and an understanding of his theories may 

perhaps best be obtained by studying the method of psychotherapy 

out of which they developed. According to Rogers his method of 

psychotherapy (known as client-ccntered therapy) differs sharply 

from the accepted forms of therapy In three ways:

(l) If the therapist creates the right conditions it is a pre

dictable process which follows the same general lines for each 

patient or client. Tho client will first oxpres. deep motivating

attitudes, will explore these more full* «"d »«»»»“ °f

aspects of his attitudes which ho has previously denied. When ho 

has nrrlvod at a oloaror conscious reslisation of his motlvatter 

attitudes, his concept of himself will bo re-organlsod to assimilate 

those attitudes. is a result of this hotter understanding of hi*- 

self ho will, on his own Initiative, dlroot Ids behaviour towards 

tho achievement of now goal. which ho will find more satisfactory

than his maladjusted ones.

(2) Ibis systematic development Is due to tho fact that tho

changes are brought about by tho forces within tho individual.

K ^ r ,  states that it has been kncun for centuries that catharsis 

an, emotional release were helpful In therapy, so too was inslg , 

if aocoptod and assimilated by the client. He continues, 

have not Known or recognised ttrt in most if not all individuals 

there exist growth force, tendencies toward solf-actuall-at.on, 

which may act as the sole motivation for therapy. We have nc r - 

U .ed that under suitable psychological conditions these * - » • » «  

about emotional release in those arens and at th'r r -s w.

„ost beneficial to the individual. These forces drive 

to explore * .  own attltrfos and * 3  relationship to renli* . -  

explore those areas effective!,. We have net realized . t  the 

c v-nr' ' of rplrring hi3 ntt.ltiTdc.-B and 1 *,ling ,
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inoluding those which have been denied to consciousness, at a rate 

which does not cause panic, and to the depth required for comfortable 

ad justment ."1

(3) The most distinctive feature of client-centered therapy is 

the relationship between the therapist and the client. The thera

pist does not "lead11 or "explain" to the client, but rather strives 

to create the psychological atmosphere in whioh the client feels frea 

to express himself and work out his own problems, "If the counselor 

can create a relationship permeated by warmth, understanding, safety 

from any type of attack, no matter how trivial, and basic acceptance 

of the person as he i3, then the client will drop his natural defen

siveness and use the situation. "2

Roger3 contends that the client is capable of translating 

the insights which he lias achieved into constructive behaviour whioh 

weighs hi3 own need3 and desires realistically against the demands cf 

society. Thus he avoids two of the criticisms direoted against 

Lecky's theories which concerned firstly the naad for the therapist 

to determine and to point out to the patient the inconsistencies in 

his system of values and secondly the failure to take tho require

ments of the society into account,

Rogers also discusses, though in a eomewhat unsystematic 

way, the question of original endowments and biologically based needs. 

He states that biologically based neods (for example sex cravings) 

may not be admitted to consciousness because they are inconsistent 

with the concept of self, but that tho pressure of the need may 

become so great that it will initiate its own seeking behaviour to 

bring about satisfaction. The behaviour would then be disowned by 

the individual who would say he was not himself at the time or that 

he did not know what he was doing. He is also of the opinion that 

psychologically based needs, such as the need for affection and 

esteem are just as organically basic as the physiological one*. He 

continues: "Likewise persistent deprivation of these needs has a
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total psychological and physiological effect upon the individual, as 

the work of Goldfarb has shown,"1 He emphasises the point that it 

is not the biological or cultural needs which primarily determine 

behaviour but it is the way in whioh the individual porcoivea these 

needfl. This emphasis on the perceptual field as the determinant of 

behaviour has an obvious relationship to the concepts of the Gestalt 

Psychologists.

The latter, however, stress the fact that behaviour is the 

resultant of the individual and tho environment. Mathematically,

B = f(PE) where B is the behaviour, P the person and E the environ

ment.2 In other words, the forces in the field which determine 

behaviour relate not only to the states of tension within the person 

but also to the valences within the environment. This theoretical 

approach has lead to the development of techniques for the assessment 

of personality in real-life situations. These techniques consist in 

studying the interpersonal relations which manifest themselve" when a 

number of people are engaged on a common task. Patterns of dorai/iance 

ami submission and of co-operativeness and isolation make their appear

ance and contribute greatly to the understanding of the individual 

personalities involved. Examples of these techniques of personality 

assessment are those employed by the War Office Selection Beard and 

the Civil Service Selection Board in Great Britain and by the Office 

of Strategic Sorvices in the United States of America.

Rogers defines psychological adjustment and maladjustment in 

terms of the discrepancy between the organic perceptions and the con- 

oept of self. If the individual has been unable to assimilate a 

large number of the organic perceptions into his conoept of self, this 

will result in maladjustment. In this context the organic perceptions 

include all the physiological «nd psychological needs of the organism. 

If, on the other hand, the aelf-concept uabraoos all the organic per

ceptions in a unified system of values, the individual will not exper

ience tension or unease and will be adjusted.

28.
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